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freeland & r. stephens, federal income taxation of estates and beneficiaries 2-3 (1970). 'an important example
of this inconsistency is the difficulty of reconciling the local law distinction of "in- charitable deduction for
estates and trusts - tulsaepf - basic rules on income taxation of estates and trusts essentially, taxed as
individuals are taxed many exceptions: grantor trusts distributions deduction: sections 651 and 661 martin m.
shenkman, jonathan g. blattmachr and joy matak ... - estates, gifts and trusts journal on a variety of
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planning. chapter 14 split interest trusts created by entities (and ... - income taxation of estates, trusts
and their beneﬁciaries. 4 “if a trust makes a gratuitous transfer of property to another trust, the grantor of the
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